
  Ceyda Oner, Retro Cityscape 
First Place 

NOVEMBER 2015

IPS is a member of the PSA (Photographic Society of America), a worldwide organization that provides a wide range of services, 
promotes photography and offers benefits to its members. Individual members (with a separate membership from our club’s) can 

participate in competitions, study groups and online education programs. Read more about it here. 

NEXT MEETING:  
Wednesday, November 18, 2015 

Room IMF HQ2-1A-280B 

Wine and cheese starts at 5:45pm 
Meeting begins at 6:30pm 
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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

Dear members, 
  
It is November – which is FotoDC month in DC! Hope you have had a chance to see 
the exhibition and participate in some events. 
  
I would like to share with you some words of wisdom from the Ralph Gibson talk I 
attended as part of FotoDC that really resonated with me. 
  
Full disclaimer – I am a big Ralph Gibson fan. I knew some of his iconic, high contrast, 
striking black and white images. And I came to know more about his style through a 
class I took at Photoworks called “In the Style of a Master Photographer” (highly 
recommended). I loved the sense of mystery and suspense in his earlier work, as well 
as the crisp aesthetics in his fashion photography. 
  
At his talk at the Leica store, Gibson talked about many things, but what really stood 
out for me most was what he said about showing our work. As he put it, artists have a 
responsibility towards their work to show them, share them with others, see if the 
photos will have lives of their own. Without showing work, we cannot grow; it is the 
process of explaining our work, getting feedback, and responding to the feedback by 
which we develop as photographers. 
  
As someone who took months after joining IPS before summing up the courage to 
participate in IPS competitions, and still at times shying away from showing my work, 
these words from Gibson really affected me. And it is undeniable that any 
improvement I may have had over the last few years as a photographer is largely 
thanks to the feedback fellow members and judges, not just on my own images, but 
also on others’. 
  
So if you are like me, and it takes some courage to show your work, remember 
Gibson’s words – it is your responsibility toward the images to show them. Otherwise, 
it is like they never existed. And what do you know, you might get useful feedback that 
makes your images only stronger next time around! 
  
 Happy shooting, 

Ceyda
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For me leaving 

For you staying 

Two autumns 

     Bansho



”My hope and aspiration is for my images to 
evoke feelings, emotions and memories, 
encourage contemplation and exploration, and 
allow you to question even if there is no 
immediate answer. Linger and ponder, explore 
and wonder through both the concrete and the 
abstract images, but most importantly, enjoy. My 
goal is to help you see and feel, as I do when I 
create the images. 

My photographic career began in high school, 
when I was one of the feature reporters and a 
photographer for the Richmond News Leader's 
Young Virginian section. Subsequently, I 
departed “photo journalism” to concentrate on 
nature and landscape photography. Over the last 
few years, I have migrated towards a more 
abstract depiction of nature and "objects". 

I have been most influenced by the 
impressionist artists, although the 
work of Ansel Adams definitely 
shapes my style, especially in 
monochrome and infra-red 
photography. More contemporary 
photographers such as Tony Sweet 
are true inspirations and his work 
in particular forms a foundation 
for many of my images. 

I have had the honor and privilege of studying with photographic legends including 
Tony Sweet, Andre Gallant, Freeman Patterson, Charles Glatzer, Andy Biggs and Sunny 
Reynolds. Their mentoring has served both as lofty goal and as encouragement as I 
struggle to provide voice to my images.”  

www.rudlinfineart.com/ 
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NOVEMBER SPEAKER: CRAIG RUDLIN



October speaker Ron Aira was a familiar 
presence, having been a past speaker and 
instructor of IPS-sponsored classes, including 
the popular workshop on introduction to 
digital photography.  

Ron is a commercial photographer based in 
Washington DC, whose works have appeared in many notable publications such as 
Glamour, Essence, Forbes, Time and Newsweek.  Club members were able to see and 
hear about Ron’s extensive body of work, including his beautiful and original portraits 
of notable figures from politics, media, and the corporate world.  Ron’s portraits of 
Spanish Matadors in their elaborate and elegant costumes were especially striking for 
their finely observed details and rich palette of colors.  In all his work, Ron aims for 
creativity and originality, and asks himself do I want the postcard shot or a Ron Aira 
shot.  He has also recently started some intriguing work – to transform his digital 
images to appear as though they were taken with an old film camera using a “drip” 
method involving coating glass with photo sensitive liquid. 

Ron had many practical tips to take better portraits:  
- Tell the story of who your subjects are by doing something different.  For 

example, he took a portrait of a green architect not at his desk but barefoot in a 
patch of grass.  

- Capture the moment and don’t make it look “too posy.” 
- Communicate with your subject. Talk to them and tell them what you are trying 

to do. 
- On lighting, Ron said he likes areas with different lights – for example a portrait 

taken in a conference room by the window with natural light coming in and 
creating interesting contrasts with the lighting of the room. 

- Use the whole frame (and don’t always center your subject – unless there is a 
need to do so), as a painter uses the whole canvas.  Be mindful of negative space.  

- Try to show something that has not been seen before. 
- Be honest.  You can improve only be learning to critique your own work. 

See more about Ron at ronaira.com and follow him on Instagram!  
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RECAP:  OCTOBER SPEAKER RON AIRA 
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IPS COMMUNITY PAGE

Highlights from the IPS Facebook page as well as photography events or contests that may be of 
interest to members. Please feel free to share events or topics you'd like to see here! 



Editor’s note:  This month, longstanding IPS member Emine Gurgen 
shares her journey from amateur to accomplished photographer, with two 
solo exhibits to her credit. Emine writes about how IPS contributed to the 
development of her talents, and offers inspiration and practical tips for 

other club members who aspire to have their own exhibits one day.  

Congratulations and thank you, Emine!  

I joined the IPS in 1999, after attending some of the monthly 
meetings earlier and viewing the very impressive images 
displayed at the IPS Annual Exhibitions.  I took private group 
lessons from Maurice Asseo, a former IPS member and an 
outstanding photographer, followed by photography courses at 
the Smithsonian Institution, all of which inspired me greatly. 
The judges’ comments at the IPS competitions strengthened 
my understanding of what constitutes an effective image and 

made me an ardent critic of my own work. I moved back to my native country Turkey in 2013, 
but continue to participate in the monthly competitions and attend some of the IPS meetings 
when I am back in town twice a year. 

I have had two solo exhibitions in Turkey, 
displaying over forty of my IPS winning 
images in each, and wish to share my 
experience with members to encourage 
them to show and market their work. My 
first exhibition was in a Cultural and Arts 
Center in Bodrum in July 2013 and the 
second at the art gallery of a historical 
country club (known as Cercle d’Orient) in 
Istanbul in 
October 2015. 
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SPECIAL FEATURE/MEMBER PROFILE:  
Photo exhibitions by Emine Gurgen

“The judges’ comments at the IPS 
competitions strengthened my 

understanding of what constitutes an 
effective image and made me an 
ardent critic of my own work.”

(Top left: Emine at her October exhibit in Istanbul; Above left:  the exhibition poster that 
she designed; Right: “Male Bonding,” selected to be part of the permanent collection at 
the Cultural and Arts Center, in Bodrum, Turkey, site of Emine’s first solo exhibit)



Above: “Bottles from Inside Out” 

In both cases, I presented my images under five 
broad categories: Architecture and Abstractions, 
Selections from Nature, Faces of the World, 
People and Events, and Everyday Impressions. 
Once the related galleries accepted my work, 
after seeing a sample, I was given a free hand in 
selecting the specific images. I tried to pick the 
ones that were technically and creatively the 
strongest. I also helped design the exhibition 
posters. Then there was the challenge of having 
the images framed and displayed in ways that 
would ensure their most effective presentation.  
All this effort really paid off with the enormous 
satisfaction that came from sharing my years of 
work with friends and strangers alike!  
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Above: “Cat Scan” 



(Above: Fountainhead) 
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Emine’s tips for IPS 
members:  

• Have confidence in your 
work and do not hesitate 
to approach venues 
where you want your 
images displayed. 

• Be persistent and 
patient, as reputable 
galleries tend to have 
rather long waiting 
periods. 

• Present your images in 
the best possible way to 
do them full justice; 
printing your own images 
often gives you much 
greater control over their 
presentation and impact.



Group A  

Ceyda Oner Retro Cityscape 1st

Manuel Morquecho Perfect Angel 2nd

Ceyda Oner Watercolor Penguin 3rd

Manuella Lea Palmioli Snow Day HM

Group B

Carlo Sdralevich Fixity 1st

Ji Won Park Wings Aflutter 2nd

Carlo Sdralevich Dusk on the Beach 3rd

Igor Rykov On the Boat HM

Satu Santala Shades of Grey HM
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OCTOBER WINNERS

CONGRATULATIONS TO:  

Igor Rykov with 13 wins!  
He will be moving to Class A. 



Manuel Morquecho 

Perfect Angel 

Second Place 

 

        Ceyda Oner,  

Watercolor Penguin 

Third Place 
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GROUP A WINNERS



 

 

Carlo Sdralevich 

Fixity 

First Place 
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Manuella Lea Palmiori 

Snowy Day 

Honorable Mention

GROUP B WINNING IMAGES



 

Ji Won Park 

Wings Aflutter 

Second Place 

 

Carlo Sdralevich 

Dusk on the Beach 

Third Place 
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Igor Rykov,  
On the Boat 
Honorable Mention 
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Satu Santala,  
Shades of Grey 
Honorable Mention
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 Name Sep/15 Oct/15 Nov/15 Dec/15 Jan/16 Feb/16 Mar/16 Apr/16 May/16 Ann. 
Exhibit Total

A
Morquecho  Manuel  10 8 18
Oner  Ceyda  6 12 18
Palmioli  Manuella Lea  9 6 15
Faux Hannah 8 5 13
Sanghani  Chirag  6 5 11
Verner  Dorte  6 5 11
Culiuc  Alex  5 5 10
Gahima  Lionel  5 5 10
Thurein Win  Aung  5 5 10
Egan  Michele  6 0 6
Gürgen  Emine  6 0 6
Boyd  Jean  5 0 5
Cakici  Kemal   5 0 5
Cochard  Fred  5 0 5
Rani  Manorma  5 0 5

B
Sdralevich  Carlo  6 12 18
George  Rama  9 5 14
Santala  Satu  8 6 14
Park Ji Won  5 8 13
Bradbury Simon * 7 5 12
Kolbrun Kristiansdottir 7 5 12
Rykov  Igor  6 6 12
Artemieva Valentina 6 5 11
Fernandez  Adrian  6 5 11
Bosier  Victor 5 5 10
Dos Santos Jay 10 0 10
Mierau Klein  Barbara  5 5 10
Sydygalieva  Bermet  5 5 10
Zhang  Yanna  5 5 10
Hukka Janne* 6 0 6
Ongwen Mary * 6 0 6
Sherchan, Prapti  6 0 6
Toledo  Sergio  6 0 6
Allum Peter * 5 0 5
Dela Cruz Rowena  5 0 5
Dodoo Christa * 5 0 5
Fien-Helfman Samantha 0 5 5
Kerswell  Diane  5 0 5
Kostzer Daniel 5 0 5
Mackie  Andrew  5 0 5
Merrir Yasmina * 5 0 5
Ou Younok * 5 0 5
Qin  Xiangli  5 0 5
Strandquist  Anna  5 0 5
Turkewitz  Shannon 5 0 5
Yang Chialing * 5 0 5
Yi Moon * 5 0 5

*  Eligible for Rookie of the Year Please check your awards & score. For questions, email Chirag Sanghani at cnsanghani@hotmail.com

 Points Standing | 2015–2016 Season

2015- 2016 POINTS TABLE



With the December Print Competition just around the corner, we thought it might be useful 
to provide a summary of the competition rules and local/online printing resources.  

Printing Resources: Local and Online 
(originally published in Shutter Release, October 2014; updated November 2015) 
RESOURCES TO PRINT DIGITAL PHOTOS 
Sample prices listed are for a single 8x10 print. Some providers – on the lower cost of 
the scale – don’t provide a choice of paper.  

• Adoramapix Nice selection (and descriptions) of papers.  Very quick turnaround 
time and (fingers crossed) dependable delivery thus far. Price: starts at $1.49.   
www.adoramapix.com 

• Costco Submit online or in person. You get what you pay for (lack of contrast in 
shadow areas; only choice of paper is glossy or mate). Price: $1.49 

• Dodge Chrome and National Geographic submit photos online or in person. Very 
expensive. Their staff does not spend a whole lot of time to discuss how to work your 
file or what paper might be best. Price range: $27-$39. ttp://www.dodgechrome.com/
wp-content/uploads/2014/06/DC-Price_Sheet.pdf 

• Drycreekphoto Gives color profiles for other vendors like Costco, so that you can 
get best results from them. No prints offered www.drycreekphoto.com 
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SUMMARY OF PRINT COMPETITION RULES AND LOCAL 
PRINTING RESOURCES

Print Competition Rules – Summary 

-  Limit of 2 images per person per competition. 
- Must by mounted on a board not exceeding 20 x 20 inches, with the 
print not exceeding 17 x 17 inches. A print must have a white overlay matt 
securely fixed to the mount. 
- Must deliver their print entries to the competition Chairperson at least 
half an hour before the competitions commence. 
-   Record your submission(s) on the sign-up sheet for your group (A or B). 

http://www.adoramapix.com
http://www.drycreekphoto.com


• Glen Echo Photoworks Operates a ‘digital lab’ on Sundays (1pm-8pm) when 
someone is there to help use their printers. Also open on Mondays, 1-8pm 
(Appointment Only; minimum time 3 hrs; reservation required one week in advance.)  
There’s a $20 per hour fee for usage of the equipment and you need to bring your own 
paper. But if you're doing lot of printing and don't want to invest in your own 
equipment, this may be the next best thing. http://glenechophotoworks.org/facilities/ 

• iprintfromhome Price range: $2 to $10 www.iprintfromhome.com 

• Mpix Price: $2.09 www.mpix.com 

• Nations Photo Lab Price: $1-1.75 www.nationsphotolab.com 
• Ritz Camera Price range: $3.99 to $4.99 www.ritzpix.com 

• UPhoto in Beltsville MD: small shop with a very knowledgeable and passionate 
owner. Wide variety of papers and the owner (Dave Smith) will sit down with you, 
analyze your photo and help make modifications to the file to get the best image for 
print, and advise on what paper would work best based on subject and/or planned use. 
Drawback: basically a one man operation, so give yourself plenty of lead time. Price 
range: $10-$19 http://uphoto.com/images/M_images/uphoto
%202013%20v2%20pricelist.pdf 

• White House Custom Color Price range: $2.20 to $2.64. www.whcc.com 

For mats (pre-cut and custom) and artist tape, Plaza Artist Materials, 1990 K 
Street, N.W.  Second Floor.  I went there last month at 10 a.m. during our building’s fire 
drill and was assisted by a very helpful staff person who apologized for his “graphic 
designer OCD.”  He needn’t have because I benefitted from his OCD. He said masking 
tape could also be used, but artist tape is much better at holding the photo in place and 
preserving it.  20% discount if you sign up for the (free) membership.  

  

For a comprehensive guide to printing, see B and 
H Video’s Explora website:  
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http://glenechophotoworks.org/facilities/
http://www.iprintfromhome.com
http://www.mpix.com
http://www.nationsphotolab.com
http://www.ritzpix.com
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/explora/photography/tips-and-solutions/guide-printing-photographs
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CALENDAR AND THEMES: 2015-2016 SEASON

Date Competition Theme

November 18, 2015 Electronic Reflections
Using water, windows, mirrors or any sort 
of reflective surface to capture an image

December 16, 2015 Print Open

January 20, 2016 Electronic Still life
A scene like old masters’ paintings

February 17, 2016 Print Open

March 16, 2016 Electronic Color
One dominant color as the main subject/
key ingredient of the image

April 27, 2016 Print Open

May 18, 2016 Electronic Angles
Angles as the main subject/key ingredient

June 6-July 8 , 2016 (Tentative) Annual Exhibition

Please keep in mind the following rules for competitions:  
• Prepare max 3 images per photographer in jpeg format, max 1.5 MB each.- for 

EIC competition; max 2 for print competition)·     
• Name your images in line with the naming convention: Class (A or B), hyphen, 

Member Name, hyphen, Image Title, period, “jpg”. 
• Be sure to check out the complete rules on the IPS website.  



2015-2016 IPS Executive Council 

President Ceyda Oner coner@imf.org

Vice-President Bermet Sydygalieva bsydygalieva@worldbank.org

Treasurer Aung Thurein Win awin@imf.org

Program Directors Dorte Verner dorteverner@yahoo.com  

Xiaoxiao Peng xpeng2@worldbank.org

Susann Tischendorf stischendorf@worldbank.org

Membership Director Bermet Sydygalieva bsydygalieva@worldbank.org

Print Competition Director Manorama Rani MRani@worldbank.org

EIC Projection Directors Victor Bosier vbosier@imf.org

Chirag Sanghani csanghani@imf.org

Hospitality Director Shannon Turkewitz turkewitz@me.com

Webmaster Prapti Sherchan psherchan@ifc.org

Shutter Release Editors Samantha Fien-Helfman sfienhelfman@worldbank.org

Ji Won Park jpark10@worldbank.org

Adviser (ex-officio) Mary Wilson mwilson2@imf.org

Scorekeeper Chirag Sanghani csanghani@imf.org

Workshops/Field Trips Michele Egan michele@micheleegan.com

Awards and Trophies Dorte Verner dorteverner@yahoo.com

PSA Representative Michele Egan michele@micheleegan.com

Publicity Victor Bosier vbosier@imf.org
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2015-2016 IPS EXECUTIVE COUNCIL 
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